
 

 
 

Monthly Review 
October: Stairway to…Heaven? 

Asset Class Index     October 

 

 

 

YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 

US Large Cap S&P 500 Index 2.33 
 

16.91 23.63 10.77 15.18 

US Mid Cap Russell Mid Cap Index 1.65 13.16 20.49 8.50 14.32 

US Small Cap Russell 2000 Index .85 11.89 27.85 10.12 14.49 

Int’l Developed MSCI EAFE Index 1.52 21.78 23.44 6.08 8.53 

Int’l Dev. Small Cap MSCI EAFE Small Cap Index 1.69 27.54 27.51 12.51 13.03 

Emerging Markets MSCI Emerging Mkts Index 3.51 32.26 26.45 5.70 4.83 

US Inv Grade Taxables Barclays Interm Aggregate Index (.01) 2.34 .61 1.98 1.74 

US Inv Grade Munis Barclays Municipal Index .24 4.92 2.19 3.04 3.00 

High Yield Bonds Barclays US Corp High Yield Index .42 7.45 8.92 5.56 6.27 

Bank Loans Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan USD .41 3.04 5.36 3.96 4.40 

Emerging Market Bonds JPM Emerging Mkt Bond Index .18 8.92 5.89 5.54 4.19 

US Real Estate Wilshire US REIT Index (.08) 2.44 .10 9.65 9.51 

Int’l Real Estate Wilshire x-US REIT Index (.70) 11.26 2.81 4.10 5.81 

Commodities S&P GSCI Enh. Commodities Index 3.82 (.08) 7.28 (16.85) (13.01) 

Cash Equivalents Merrill Lynch 3 Month T-Bill .09 .66 .72 .35 .24 

A Look Back 

 Led Zeppelin released the classic Stairway to Heaven in late 1971.  It became one of the most popular and most played rock songs 

of all time.  Rolling Stone had it ranked 31
st

 in their top “500 Greatest Songs of All Time.”  While recently speaking at an Investor 

Breakfast, that song came into play while showing a chart of the S&P 500 over the last 8 ½ years.  Since March of 2009, we have 

embarked on a rather dramatic and historic rise in the equity markets.  The resulting pattern looks similar to a stairway; basically an 

upward path with little pauses, but no significant downward movement.   In fact, with a return of +2.33%, October marked the 12
th

 

straight month of positive numbers for the large cap index.  A full year of stress-free climbing!  The same has been true in 

International markets, as both Developed and Emerging Markets enjoyed plus returns.  As we mentioned after the Brexit vote in 

July of 2016, we believed that Emerging Markets, in particular, might benefit from the overall economic uncertainty.  That index is 

now up over 32% in 2017.  Fixed income returns were muted in the month, as eyes are now on the Federal Reserve meeting in 

December in anticipation of the next short term rate hike. The current Fed Funds rate stands at 1.25%, and the probability of .25% 

increase next month stands at 91%.  The Commodities Index was up a sharp 3.82% in the month, with energy components leading 

the way.  The recent rise in oil prices caught many by surprise and there are now some whispers of oil potentially returning to the 

$70 per barrel level, or $13 higher than current prices. 

 A Look Ahead 

 The path just taken is always easier to talk about than the one not yet known.  Traditionally, markets hate uncertainty, and that 

displeasure is usually manifested in increased volatility and more sudden stops and starts in underlying prices.  We really have not 

seen that in the most recent month, or the calendar year 2017.  Volatility, as measured by VIX, has remained stubbornly low 

throughout the year.  Market participants, on the whole, have not been fearful.  In fact, the biggest move 

from peak to trough this year has been -3%.  By comparison, the average over the last 40 years has been 

around -14%.  Consumer sentiment reached a 13 year high of 100.7, before recently dropping off to a still- 

high reading of 97.8.  The strong driver over most of 2017 has been the actual performance of the 

underlying companies in the S&P 500.  Over 70% of names reporting earnings in the third quarter beat 

analyst estimates.  We continue to believe that there are enough building blocks in place for continued 

equity performance.  As we mentioned in our quarterly piece, potential tax reform legislation domestically 

may act as an additional shot in the arm and aid in the climb up the stairway.  Indeed, it has been quite the 

climb, with the S&P 500 nearly quadrupling since that 2009 low.   Regardless, it will remain important to 

have asset class diversity going forward as we inevitably have a few stumbles in our climb.  As the lyrics go,  And a new day will 

dawn for those who stand long… 

 Loyd Johnson,  
Chief Investment Officer 

 


